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	This book covers important aspects of fundamental research in data provenance and data management(DPDM), including provenance representation and querying, as well as practical applications in such domains as clinical trials, bioinformatics and radio astronomy.
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Fundamentals of Logic Design (with Companion CD-ROM)CL-Engineering, 2009

	After studying this text, you should be able to apply switching theory to the solution of
	logic design problems.This means that you will learn both the basic theory of switching
	circuits and how to apply it. After a brief introduction, you will study Boolean algebra,
	which is the basic mathematical tool needed to analyze and synthesize...
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Microsoft .NET for ProgrammersManning Publications, 2002
Shows intermediate and advanced programmers how to deploy a single .NET application with multiple interfaces so that it can be accessed from the command line, through a Windows GUI, by means of a Web browser, or using a mobile device.

The purpose of this book is to explore the many parts that make up .NET, to assemble them into
a...
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Smart Cards, Tokens, Security and ApplicationsSpringer, 2008
Smart Cards, Tokens, Security and Applications provides a broad overview of the many card systems and solutions that are in practical use today. This state-of-the art work is written by contributing authors who are active researchers and acknowledged experts in their field. A single book cannot be found to match both the breadth...
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Expert Python Programming: Become a master in Python by learning coding best practices and advanced programming concepts in Python 3.7, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Refine your Python programming skills and build professional grade applications with this comprehensive guide

	
		Key Features

		
			Create manageable code that can run in various environments with different sets of dependencies
	
			Implement effective Python data structures and...
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The Golden Ratio: The Story of Phi, the World's Most Astonishing NumberBroadway, 2002
Throughout history, thinkers from mathematicians to theologians have pondered the mysterious relationship between numbers and the nature of reality. In this fascinating book, Mario Livio tells the tale of a number at the heart of that mystery: phi, or 1.6180339887...This curious mathematical relationship, widely known as "The Golden...
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Modern Phytomedicine: Turning Medicinal Plants into DrugsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	This timely and original handbook paves the way to success in plant-based drug development, systematically addressing the issues facing a pharmaceutical scientist who wants to turn a plant compound into a safe and effective drug. Plant pharmacologists from around the world demonstrate the potentials and pitfalls involved, with many of the...
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